Louis Law

- Why ECE?
I’ve always found myself a bit more comfortable in the sciences and growing up in the Bay Area definitely makes you focus on STEM a bit. I think for most of my life I’ve pretty much followed the path of least resistance (hah!), and that basically has lead me here, trying out engineering at UCLA and seeing how it fits. I think engineering is super special because there’s just so many cool things you can bring to reality if you just have the ability to imagine and willpower to see it through.

- Why UCLA EE?
Though I could go on and on about the resources, opportunities, and all the various fields that UCLA engineering is actively researching and innovating, to be honest the biggest reason why I’m here and not studying engineering at GT right now is so my parents worry less about me being far from home :).

- What are your interests?
Music, thinking about making cool gadgets, sometimes trying to bring them into reality, rock climbing, biking, hiking, cooking, ...

- What are you interested in as a career?
I can see myself working in just about any field in the future, but one field I can imagine working at for a while is anything related to energy – it’s a personally interesting and relevant issue to me and this generation, and it really feels like it’s kicking off right now.